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This handbook explores every aspect of the prosecutorâ€™s multiple roles, relating them to

commonly encountered real-world situations, and giving pragmatic guidance for dealing with those

situations. It investigates the history, theory, and philosophy of prosecution and provides the student

with a conceptual framework for employing sound techniques of ethical prosecutorial advocacy. By

looking at each stage of the criminal prosecution from the unique vantage point of the prosecutor, it

enables students to receive maximum benefit from the clinical setting and prepares them for the

efficient discharge of their duties as entry level prosecutors.
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I am an adjunct Trial Advocacy professor at S.M.U. and believe that this book superbly fills the void

in trial literature for prosecutors. The author, a legal skills professor at the University of Florida, has

written a highly relevant and readable text for any prosecutor--both new or experienced--who wants

to excel in the courtroom. From the first page, it is clear that Dekle brings to the reader insights and

lessons learned not only from his teaching experience but his years of being a long time prosecutor

prior to his current job. The book covers the basics of trial skills but also focuses on the particular

needs of prosecutors such as how to build helpful relationships with law enforcement, strategies for

plea bargaining, how to decide whether to indict a case or not, criminal discovery, and

ethics.Moreover, as a former prosecutor in Washington, D.C., I found the examples (both from real

cases and hypotheticals) to be very relevant and memorable. It is also refreshing to see a textbook



that combines a discussion of the history of trial practice with modern techniques. Finally, the table

of contents makes it very easy for any prosecutor to find help in an emergency during trial or to

study a particular topic in depth when time permits.

I have had the honor of meeting Prof. Dekle twice and I have been a knockout prosecutor ever

since. If you want to know how to be a prosecutor you need this book. Prior to reading this book I

was floundering in my efforts to be a good prosecutor. After reading this a book I started this year off

with two the major crimes convictions. Prior to the book I really did not know that I kinew nothing

about prosectuing. His three part method of prosecuting works. I used it in my previously mentioned

trials and found that I had not only direction for my case but was able to better show the defendant's

guilt. Most importantly, Prof Dekle is "from these parts" and can teach you how to connect with the

jury. Although I wish he were a prfoessor at the time I attended law school, his book reveals God

given wisdom for a time when defense lawyers are stopping at nothing to "get the guy off." GET

THIS BOOK if you want success as a prosecutor.

Thank you Mr Dekle. Your book is full of good advice.
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